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Lane,
Keep this for our phonecall this week.
Sid
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If this is what the AF uses as backup for their conclusions, there are many problems here. Using logs to
show continuous fine-grained zones that don't exist .
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EM excursions to the left below 300 feet are not low enough to indicate fine grained zones and they are
not called in the boring logs for example 350 feet in KAFB-106130 above. Also fine grained through
gamma lows makes little sense.
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This is a comparison of Jet West (long and short (green and red) and USGS (short (blue)) EM
logs at KAFB-106078. {The USGS truck only came with the short tool.}
In the USGS trace one can easily see the difference between fine and coarse zones, or one can
talk geology like fining upward sequence between say 180 to 150 ft. depth or coarsening
upward sequence from say 440 to 390. One can easily see the 250 to 300 foot depth zone ARG
sediments are distinctly different from the ARG sediments above and below and the upper and
lower clay are easily seen. Also, one can see that the minor leftward excursions in the 300-400
foot depth zone should not be considered as fine grained zones as the sequence stratigraphy
cross sections mistakenly show.
The obvious gravel zone from 215-225 on the USGS log is called 95% gravel in the geologist log,
but is hardly differentiatable on the Jet West logs.
So again, the Jet West logs are usable to spot the clay zones but fall far short of being useful for
geologic discussion and locating coarser and more presumably soil vapor pathway zones.

